
Harvest Thoughts  

(1): Sharing the harvest 

Since coming here, Barbara and I have been getting our 
education about rural life.  We see tractors on the roads as 
well as in the fields.  We see the herds of cattle by which we 
are surrounded.  Slightly further afield we see flocks of 
sheep.  And we have seen a crop harvested from the field in 
front of The Manse. 

Mind you, we have not previously been completely ignorant 
of rural life.  Barbara remembers, as a child, watching as a 
farmer ploughed the field behind her house with a horse-
drawn plough, and seeing him then sowing seed by hand 
from a bag slung across his shoulders.  Later in the year, 
she watched men with scythes cutting the corn and making 
it into stooks.  My first parish was partly rural, and from 
The Manse I watched the harvesting with machinery, but 
less modern than the machinery we see nowadays, and still 
gathering the harvested corn into stooks.  The way a 
modern harvest is grown and gathered is very different; but 
it is still a real harvest, the fruit of a year’s hard and skilful 
work. 

Most people these days live in towns and cities and know 
nothing of all this.  They gather their harvest from 
supermarket shelves, knowing almost nothing of where the 
food came from, how it is grown, or how it is brought to the 
supermarket.  Churches in towns and cities hold harvest 
festivals, with displays containing perhaps a token sheaf of 
corn, some vegetables and piles of tins and jars.  They can 
have very little to do with the actual way of life of the people 
in those town and city pews. 

For us, still, harvest is important.  Here in Orkney, of 
course, the main harvest is livestock, not crops.  Even so, 
what we celebrate is the shared work that goes to bring in 
the harvest – work on which we all depend, even those of us 
who are not directly involved in farming.  Today we offer to 
our Creator God the shared work of this community.   

(2): The crown of the year 

“You crown the year with your good gifts.” 



I wonder if people in today’s towns and cities fully realise 
how far our ordinary, daily lives are still measured by times 
and seasons which they hardly recognise.  Would most 
people naturally think of September and October as “The 
Crown of the Year” if they were not invited to take part in a 
“Festival of Harvest Thanksgiving”?  For most people these 
days, each month is much like another, each week is much 
like another, each day is much like another. 

In this rural parish we are more in touch with the natural 
rhythms of living.  Elsewhere, however, it has often been 
forgotten. The week began with our Sunday worship, our 
day of rest.  We worked from Monday to Saturday or, if we 
were lucky, from Monday to Friday.  Saturday, especially 
Saturday night, was for fun and then we were back to 
Sunday – church in the morning, a family dinner, maybe a 
walk in the afternoon. 

And everyone used to be affected by the rhythm of the 
seasons, as we still are: winter cold, new life in spring, the 
long warmer days of summer, autumn harvest.  The school 
summer holidays were long because the children were 
needed to help with the succession of harvests, from the hay 
harvest to the corn harvest, with extra days off later in 
autumn to help lift potatoes or to gather apples. 

We celebrate “New Year” in January but the old, traditional 
New Year was now.  The harvest was in, the fruit of a year’s 
labour.  The ploughing and sowing for next year’s harvest 
could begin.  The new school year begins in late summer, 
early autumn, and also the new university year, the new 
legal year, the new parliamentary year. 

All this, says the psalm-writer, is the way God made the 
world.  He crowns the year with his good gifts.  People who 
hunt and gather their harvest from supermarket shelves, 
eating fruit and vegetables out of season, no longer 
dependent on the success or failure of the local harvest, do 
need to be reminded that there is a rhythm to life: what 
Robert Louis Stevenson called, “God’s bright and intricate 
device of days and seasons.”  

(3): That all may be fed 

How has the human race got itself into such a mess?  When 
there is more money sloshing around the world’s financial 



centres than there has ever been, how is it that most people 
in the world remain hungry?  Why do people in Africa and 
Asia starve while the real health time-bomb in America and 
Europe is obesity?  And why does obesity in countries like 
ours threaten the poorest here rather than the rich? 

These are huge questions which we can hardly begin to 
address adequately in a few minutes this morning.  We need 
to say something about them as we think of the symbols of 
the harvest of sea and land. 

Is it wickedness and greed?  There is certainly a great deal 
of wickedness and greed.  There are too many people who 
deliberately, fully aware of what they are doing, pile up 
wealth for themselves by exploiting the needs of others and 
who think, like the man in the parable, that their riches will 
let them simply eat, drink and be merry, ignoring those with 
less. 

But it is also stupidity and incompetence.  It is short-
sightedness.  Hunger, poverty and famine in Africa are not 
the result of some natural disaster.  People in Africa were 
never rich.  They had no money in their pockets to go out 
and buy things.  They had to work very hard to feed 
themselves and their families.  Their diet was extremely 
limited; but it was enough to keep body and soul together.  
They could also enjoy times of rest and recreation in the 
midst of their labours.  The rains fell from clouds generated 
above their forests.  The sun shone enough to ripen their 
limited crops.   

But now the forests have been cut down and the rain has 
dried up.  Where crops will still grow the land has been 
given over, not to food that will feed them, but to cash crops 
like chocolate, coffee, tea for export to us at knock-down 
prices. 

As I say, it’s all very complicated, and it’s hard to see how it 
can quickly be put right.  But there is one thing we can say.  
The failure to share the good gifts with which God crowns 
the year is a failure of imagination and it is a moral failure.  
Solutions may be complicated, but they are possible.  All it 
requires is the imagination and the moral determination to 
get on with the job.  

That’s all.  



(4): The bread of life 

 “I am the bread of life.  Whoever comes to me will never be 
hungry.” 

What does it mean to come to Jesus?  Perhaps we think it is 
like that old children’s hymn, “If I come to Jesus, he will 
make me glad, he will give me pleasure when my heart is 
sad.”  We may think of it in personal, individualistic terms: 
we come to Jesus to be taken care of, looked after; brought, 
as the hymn says, to a better land. 

Was that what Jesus meant?  Surely not.  “Coming to 
Jesus” means following him, becoming his disciples; and he 
doesn’t want disciples who will just sit around telling him 
how wonderful he is.  He wants disciples who will learn from 
him, live the way, the truth, the life that he lived.  The call 
to come to Jesus is a call to live a life of moral seriousness, 
to live in compassion for all, to engage in the great work of 
building a world more joyful and humane. 

So perhaps that’s why the world is in a mess: because we 
fail to live a life of moral seriousness, a life of compassion 
for all.  We go through our lives with eyes and ears closed to 
the crying needs that surround us.  We think first of 
ourselves and only later, if at all, allow some crumbs to fall 
from our tables for the world’s poor. 

We who call ourselves Christians can sometimes be the 
worst.  We think we can please God by singing his praises, 
we think we prove our closeness to Christ by sentimental 
devotion.  We opt out of the real world and retreat into our 
little citadels of comfort. 

Those who asked Jesus to give them the bread that comes 
down from heaven were not expecting him to summon them 
to be his disciples.  We must not make that mistake. 

The best way, the only truly acceptable way, to give thanks 
for the harvest is to re-dedicate ourselves to the life of 
universal compassion to which we are called. 

 

  

 


